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Abstract:
Teachers may face considerable challenges when implementing socio‐scientific issues (SSI) in their classroom practices,
such as incorporating student‐centred teaching practices and exploring knowledge and values in the context of socio‐
scientific issues. This year‐long study explores teachers’ reflections on the process of developing their classroom
practices when implementing SSI. Video‐recorded discussions between two upper secondary school science teachers
and an educational researcher, grounded in the teachers’ reflections on their classroom practices, provided data for the
analysis. The results show that during the course of the implementation the teachers enhanced their awareness of the
importance of promoting students’ participation and supporting their independence as learners. However, the results
also suggest a conflict between the enactment of a student‐centred classroom practice and the achievement of intended
learning goals. In order to accept the challenge of implementing SSI in the classroom, it is suggested that it is essential
for teachers to build strategies, which integrate dialogue about learning goals.
Keywords: secondary school science, scientific literacy, socio‐scientific issues, curriculum implementation, student
participation, teacher reflection

Introduction
An important goal of science education is to promote the development of scientific literacy that
includes knowledge, reasoning skills, and critical thinking abilities vital to informed decision‐making
and action in our scientifically complex society. During the last decades, science curriculum revisions
in several countries have emphasized this view of scientific literacy as a goal for all students (Roberts,
2007). One way to support students’ development of scientific literacy is through the integration of
socio‐scientific issues (SSI) in science education (Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). SSI have a
basis in science and are considered to be of societal importance as they raise a wide range of political,
economic, and ethical issues (Ratcliffe & Grace, 2003). The integration of SSI has the potential to
provide students with rich opportunities to critically examine and evaluate scientific information and
to engage in debate and decision‐making. Furthermore, it has the potential to assist students with
developing a realistic understanding of the possibilities and limitations of science to resolve such
issues (Oulton, Dillon, & Grace, 2004).
Teachers play a critical role when a new curriculum is implemented. However, previous research has
shown that there are considerable challenges for teachers in the implementation of a new science
curriculum that focuses on scientific literacy for informed decision‐making and action in our society
(Aikenhead, 2006; Barrue & Albe, 2013; Ratcliffe & Millar, 2009; Sadler, 2009; van Driel, Beijaard, &
Verloop, 2001).The implementation of such curricula calls for the incorporation of student‐centred
classroom practices, while exploring knowledge and values in relation to SSI. Thus, a transformation
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of prevailing classroom practices whereby the teacher is typically positioned as the transmitter of
established scientific knowledge is required(Sadler, 2009).This year‐long study aims at providing a
better understanding of the challenges associated with implementing SSI from the teachers’
perspectives.
SSI as a means to promote students’ development of scientific literacy
Education in which SSI are integrated is aimed at active citizenship in our rapidly changing and
scientifically complex society. It emphasizes moral reasoning and personal engagement with
conflicting perspectives on value‐laden SSI relevant to the students’ lives and to society (Sadler, 2009;
Zeidler & Keefer, 2003). It implies that students explicitly bring their own experiences and
perspectives to the learning situation, thereby creating the potential to build abridge between school
science and the students’ life‐worlds. Through the use of social interactions and argumentation,
students are given opportunities to position themselves while being challenged to explore their own
values and attitudes and those of others. In the process, the students gain experience with accepting
ambiguity and maintaining open‐mindedness, because the issues under consideration are typically
complex and consist of problems with no predetermined solution (Levinson, 2006; Zeidler & Keefer,
2003; Zeidler et al., 2005).
The integration of SSI as core elements in the classroom practice calls for exploring knowledge in the
context of SSI. A point of departure is a question or concern for which an answer or decision is
required, which creates a need‐to‐know basis for scientific knowledge in the initial stages of the
learning activity, as outlined by Zeidler, Applebaum, and Sadler (2011). Exploring knowledge in the
context of SSI makes room for multiple possible outcomes, which will create opportunities to
emphasize the value of the students’ knowledge and perspectives, and render true meaning to the
students’ inquiry.
Science education that hasa scientific literacy focus realized by a SSI curriculum can be regarded as
transformative (Kalantzis, 2006). Students are encouraged to reflect upon and develop their own
beliefs and behaviours and to develop habits of mind, such as scepticism, the evaluation of
information, and inquiry processes, in order to be able to participate in public debate and decision‐
making. Students can be empowered by means of developing fruitful habits consistent with those of
independent learners (Zeidler et al., 2011). Such an approach is in sharp contrast to a focus on the
reproduction of facts which is still predominant in contemporary science education (Sadler, 2009).
Although an education that focuses on reproduction can still provide students with opportunities to
engage in inquiry and to appropriate and rework knowledge, the purpose manifests as being limited
to understanding established content knowledge (Kalantzis, 2006; Sadler, 2009). On the other hand,
the transformative element that underpins the scientific literacy approach described earlier, aims at
promoting students’ life‐long learning and their ability to create and innovate. The purpose is
emancipatory in terms of preparing individuals to be responsible participants in societal change.
Hence, the realization of an SSI curriculum represents a fundamental shift in the way science
education is conceptualized, which certainly has extensive implications for teachers’ everyday
classroom practices.
Implementing SSI – implications for classroom practice
In the literature, a range of features has been proposed as desirable goals when integrating SSI in
classroom practice. Addressing SSI in the classroom requires teachers to incorporate student‐centred
classroom practices that promote the students’ development of knowledge through social
interactions(Saunders & Rennie, 2013).In such an educational environment, the teacher best functions
as a facilitator who designs learning activities that provide students with opportunities to actively
participate in learning experiences that include, for example, engaging with processes of inquiry and
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debate, and exploring evidence‐based reasoning. Furthermore, the students’ negotiation of SSI in the
student‐centred classroom will entail multiple possible outcomes of learning activities, which cannot
be fully directed or predetermined by the teacher. Therefore, continuously communicating the
learning goals and maintaining a dialogue with the students about emphasis of aims and content in
relation to the curriculum are required (Barrett & Pedretti, 2006; Ratcliffe & Grace, 2003).
Since values and ethical considerations via social interaction and discourse are also important features
of socioscientific decision‐making, as emphasized by Zeidler and Keefer (2003), integration of SSI
requires teachers to be skilled in structuring and leading value‐laden discussions, to which students
bring their personal perspectives and experiences. Consequently, it is important for teachers to strive
to achieve a learning environment, characterized by mutual respect, support, and openness among
participants (Levinson, 2006; Sadler, 2009).
Challenges for teachers when implementing SSI in the classroom
Changes in curricula give rise to changes in classroom practices, which are often associated with
demanding challenges and dilemmas for those teachers who venture into new pedagogical territory
(Beijaard, Meijer, & Verloop, 2004). More research is needed in order to enhance our understanding of
teachers’ challenges related to the implementation of SSI. However, previous research in connection
with the implementation of new science curricula that has focused on scientific literacy has provided
some insights into particular challenges. For example, in many science classrooms, the teacher is still
at the centre of the class, positioned as an expert and the authorized “transmitter” of scientific
knowledge(Sadler, 2009).The literature provides descriptions of how many science teachers are
unfamiliar with, and lack proficiency in, student‐centred teaching strategies (Aikenhead, 2006;
Saunders & Rennie, 2013). Scholars have pointed to the difficulty of transforming the prevailing social
norms in classrooms, which consist of reciprocal expectations between teachers and students
concerning their roles, behaviours, and responsibilities. Reform efforts associated with transforming
the traditional classroom are often met with resistance from students who have become comfortable
with these established norms (Zeidler et al., 2011).
In addition, efforts to reform science education in order to promote scientific literacy as a goal for all
students have been restrained by science teachers prioritizing a broad coverage of science content
(Aikenhead, 2006; Sadler, 2009; van Driel et al., 2001). For students to develop scientific literacy that
includes knowledge, reasoning skills, and critical thinking abilities vital to informed decision‐making,
they have to be provided with opportunities to personally engage in moral reasoning and conflicting
perspectives on science‐related societal issues (Sadler, 2009; Zeidler & Keefer, 2003).Although a
number of studies have shown that a majority of science teachers endorse the notion that values and
ethics play a significant role in science, they often simultaneously perceive science as coherent,
objective, and value‐free, a view shaped by their own undergraduate science studies (Bryce &Gray,
2004; Witz & Lee, 2009). Many science teachers are unfamiliar with, or do not feel comfortable with,
the integration of values and ethics related to the science content they are teaching (Sadler,
Amirshokoohi, Kazempour, & Allspaw, 2006). Accordingly, many teachers feel ill‐prepared to
structure and lead potentially controversial discussions in their classes (Bryce & Gray, 2004; Sadler et
al., 2006). They express fear of losing control over the learning situation and the science content that
their students learn (Aikenhead, 2006). They often raise concerns about using so‐called “valuable
classroom time” at the expense of content knowledge (Cross & Price, 1996; Ekborg, Ottander, Silfver,
& Simon, 2013). Altogether, previous research in connection with the implementation of new science
curricula focusing on scientific literacy show that there are major challenges for teachers
implementing SSI in their classrooms. Still, there is a lack of detailed understanding of the origin of
these challenges (Barrue & Albe, 2013)
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Successful implementation of a new curriculum is not simply a matter of teachers understanding and
responding to goals formulated by policymakers or educational researchers. For successful
implementation of any new curriculum, teachers have to reconsider the beliefs and values underlying
their classroom practice (Aikenhead, 2006; Lee & Witz, 2009; van Driel et al., 2001).Current
perspectives on teachers’ professional development suggest that reflection in relation to the classroom
context promotes teachers’ development of their knowledge, values, and beliefs. Such strategies as
sharing ideas through dialogue with colleagues and participating in programs for professional
development that are not solely prescriptive, but offer participants the opportunity to enact changes
that can be embedded into the present classroom practice for further development are suggested
(Beijaard et al., 2004; Clarke & Hollingsworth, 2002; van Driel et al., 2001). The interplay between the
implementation of new ideas in the classroom and reflecting on their outcomes is essential for the
process of development. Changes in classroom practices and reflecting on their outcomes, in terms of
students’ actions and learning, have the potential to impact teachers’ knowledge and beliefs, which in
turn may influence their classroom practices as an ongoing process (Clarke & Hollingsworth, 2002;
Russel & Munby, 1991).
Aims and research questions
Most of the empirical work on the implementation of SSI has been based on short‐term interventions.
Although these studies stress the importance of the teachers’ involvement for successful
implementation, the outcomes have been measured primarily from the students’ perspective, in terms
of learning the science content, understanding the nature of science, and developing informal
reasoning and argumentation skills. When discussing the results of these projects, it is often reported
that despite a high degree of support for the participating teachers, there have been many obstacles
associated with moving teachers beyond traditional modes of science instruction (Sadler, 2009).
More research is needed to enhance our understanding of the challenges teachers face with the
implementation of SSI (Barrue & Albe, 2013). There is a lack of studies where teachers develop their
practices towards the integration of SSI without detailed intervention (Sadler, 2011). In particular,
longitudinal studies in which SSI are integrated as core elements in the classroom practice are scarce
(Zeidler, Sadler, Applebaum, & Callahan, 2009).The present year ‐ long research study aims at adding
to our understanding of the challenges teachers may face as well as the developments that may be
stimulated in response to challenges related to the development of classroom practices towards the
integration of SSI without purposeful intervention. It explores two teachers’ shared reflections on their
classroom practices in relation to their implementation of SSI as core elements in their classroom
practices. More specifically, this investigation is guided by the following research questions:
‐
‐

What developments can be identified in the teachers’ reflections on their classroom practices
in response to challenges they face when implementing SSI?
What challenges persist during the process of implementing SSI, as seen through the teachers’
reflections?

Method
Participants and educational context
The setting of this research project was a public upper secondary school with approximately 900
students in a small Swedish city. The project was situated in the “Science Studies” course which is
compulsory for all non‐science bound students in the upper secondary school in Sweden, and covers
aspects of sustainable development, human sexuality and relationships, individual health and
lifestyle, and biotechnology and its implications. Two male science teachers who were involved in
implementing SSI throughout an academic year (about 90 hours of instructional time) and their 15–16‐
year‐old students (a total of 65 students from two classes) in the “Social Science Program”
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(preparation for higher education) participated in the study. The participating teachers have three and
10 years of teaching experience, respectively. Before the start of this research project they had
participated in a 15 ECTS1 course for practicing teachers on the use of SSI in science education. The
primary source of course literature was Zeidler (2003). The course included planning lesson themes in
accordance with the school curriculum. The course was taught by the third author of this study, an
experienced educational researcher and teacher educator, who subsequently functioned as the two
participating teachers’ mentor as they worked to develop their classroom practices to implement and
use SSI throughout the entire “Science Studies” course. Aimed at exploring what could realistically be
experienced by teachers who implement SSI in their classrooms, there was no intentional intervention
in their class activities. Only on rare occasions was the mentor asked by the participating teachers to
assist them with respect to scientific content for the development of learning activities.
The two teachers’ participation in this research project was voluntary, and motivated by their personal
interest to carry out the implementation of SSI. The curriculum for the “Science Studies” course was
revised in 2011. The revised curriculum emphasizes that the students acquire the knowledge and
abilities to propose alternative courses of action using relevant arguments (The Swedish National
Agency for Education, 2011, p. 1). According to the participating teachers’ interpretation, the
implementation of SSI was in keeping with the goals of the revised school curriculum. The two
teachers’ students were informed about the overall purpose of the research and were also invited to
participate in accordance with Swedish ethical guidelines for such studies (The Swedish Research
Council, 1990). These guidelines call for informed consent on the part of all participants, and for
participants to be able to withdraw from the study at any time (in this case, declining to be audio ‐ or
video‐recorded). A further ethical requirement is that it should not be possible to identify any of the
participants in the reporting of the study. Written approvals were obtained from all of the students
and their parents. Continuous dialogue also took place between teachers and researchers concerning
classroom visits and recordings.
Data collection
The participating teachers’ classrooms were visited regularly (2–4 times a month) throughout an entire
school year. In addition, every sixth to eighth week, for a total of six occasions, the teachers met with
their mentor to share their reflections on their efforts to implement SSI and on their outcomes. Data
were collected in the form of audio‐ and video‐recordings of lessons or parts of lessons, focusing on
both the teachers’ and the students’ actions in the classrooms, notes regarding perceived problems
made by the teachers after lessons and video‐recordings of the discussions between the teachers and
their mentor.
The analysis was centred on the two teachers’ shared reflections about the process of implementing
SSI in their classrooms, which was captured in the video‐recorded discussions between the teachers
and their mentor. In total, 16.5 hours of video‐recordings were made and subsequently transcribed
verbatim. The discussions were guided by insights into the importance of experience and reflections
on the outcomes of implemented ideas as the teachers developed their professional knowledge
(Clarke & Hollingsworth, 2002; Russel & Munby, 1991). Thus, the recordings were planned so as to
provide support to the teachers while developing their practices. At the same time, the discussions
provided insight into the teachers’ reflections on their classroom practices, as well as the challenges
they faced during the implementation process.
The starting point for the discussions was the teachers’ reflections on extracts of video‐recordings
from observed lessons along with perceived problems presented in written form recorded by the
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teachers after lessons. Video‐stimulated reflections are considered to stimulate productive discussions
(Borko, Jacobs, Eiteljorg, & Pittman, 2008) and to be an appropriate way to elicit teachers’ perspectives
and gain a picture of their professional development (Cutrim Schmid, 2011). Since it has been reported
that there are often inconsistencies between teachers’ expressed beliefs and their enactment of ideas in
the classroom (van Driel et al., 2001), the video clips from observed lessons served the purpose of
strengthening the congruity between the teachers’ expressed reflections and their enacted classroom
practices(Lyle, 2003).
The extracts of video‐recordings were carefully selected by the mentor to cover different aspects of
classroom practices, for example, when the teachers introduced a new topic, led classroom
discussions, or guided student groups. Before each meeting, the teachers watched the selected video
clips individually, and commented on aspects of their classroom practices in order to prepare for the
discussions. During the discussions, the teachers also had many opportunities to spontaneously
address any issues they considered important. The mentor functioned as a facilitator for the
discussions. The content of the discussions and the major issues addressed by the mentor in the
discussions are further summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Primary content of the discussions between the teachers and their mentor
Aspects of the teachers’
practices that formed the
primary focus of the
discussions
Introducing a new theme or
learning activity [1,2,3]
Completing and summing‐up
a theme [3]
Guiding student groups [3,4]
Leading and structuring
classroom discussions [3,5]
Comparing different learning
activities during the entire
school year [6]

Educational theme
covered in the course

Major issues addressed by the mentor in
the discussions

Ecology [1]
Sustainable development
[1,2,3]
Genetics and gene
technology [3,4,5]
Human sexuality and
relationships [5]
Individual health and
lifestyle [5]
Summary of entire school
year [6]

The significance of:
‐ explicating and communicating
learning goals [1,2,6]
‐ personal relevance for the students
[1,5,6]
‐ creating space for the students’
contributions [1,6]
‐ manifesting what counts as valid
knowledge in “Science Studies”
classes [1]
‐ making the students’ knowledge
visible [2,4]
‐ starting teaching from the students’
understanding [2,4]
‐ the presence of a dilemma [2,6]
‐ promoting the students’ ownership of
learning activities [3]
‐ emphasizing the students’
responsibility for their learning [3,5]
‐ recognizing the students’ personal
perspectives [5,6]
The numbers in square brackets represent the number of the meeting during which the content was
addressed.
Data analysis

To identify developments in the teachers’ reflections and persistent challenges faced by the teachers,
their reflections were interpreted in relation to the features proposed as desirable goals when
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integrating SSI in the classroom (see Table 2). The investigation was performed jointly by two
researchers (the first and second author of this study) who continuously discussed and compared
their interpretations. Colleagues and doctoral students at the department were also invited to compare
and discuss interpretations of the teachers’ utterances to reach a common understanding of the
Table 2. Summary of features proposed in the literature as desirable goals when integrating SSI in the
classroom
‐

Students’ active participation in learning activities in which they develop their knowledge
through social interactions is emphasized
‐ Students’ knowledge, personal perspectives, and experiences are recognized in the learning
situation
‐ Knowledge is explored in the context of SSI
‐ Moral reasoning and exploration of conflicting perspectives are essential
‐ The issues under consideration are of relevance for students and are complex and value‐laden,
which imply multiple possible outcomes
‐ Learning goals are explicit and shared by teacher and students
‐ Aims at enhancing students’ independence as learners
‐ The learning environment is characterized by mutual respect, support, and openness among
participants
The above mentioned features are discussed in the following papers: Barrett & Pedretti, 2006;
Levinson, 2006; Ratcliffe & Grace, 2003; Sadler, 2009; Saunders & Rennie, 2013; Zeidler et al., 2011;
Zeidler & Keefer, 2003; Zeidler et al., 2005.
meaning of the teachers’ reflections. After a first summary of preliminary results in terms of
developments in the teachers’ reflections on their classroom practices and persistent challenges faced
by the teachers, it was decided to group the teachers’ reflections on their teaching practices into the
following categories: goals (students’ actions and students’ learning); design (selecting, sequencing,
and organizing content, tasks, activities, and resources); and enactment (teacher behaviour) of
learning activities. These aspects have previously been put forward by, for example, Ratcliffe and
Grace (2003) as key pedagogical considerations for teachers when implementing new ideas in their
classrooms. In order to investigate how the teachers’ reflections on design and enactment of learning
activities were related to the goals of these activities, the framework for teacher decision‐making
presented by Clough, Berg, and Olson (2009) was used. Finally, the first author re‐read the transcripts
to investigate the direction of causality between the teachers’ reflections and the issues addressed by
the mentor in the discussions in order to validate or disconfirm preliminary interpretations (Patton,
2002).
Results
In the sections below, the teachers’ shared reflections during the course of SSI implementation are
elicited and examples of the researchers’ interpretations are provided. In as much as the teachers, in
their discussions, shared reflections on the implementation of SSI, quotations are not presented as
originating from one specific teacher, but are considered to originate from a common, ongoing
discussion. The presentation is organized around the research questions. First, the developments
identified in the teachers’ reflections on their classroom practices in response to the challenges they
faced are described. Second, a description of persistent challenges faced by the teachers implied by the
enactment of the SSI curriculum, is provided.
Developments in the teachers’ reflections on their classroom practices in response to the challenges they faced
when implementing SSI
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In the teachers’ discussions, developments in their reflections on their classroom practices were
interpreted in terms of the teachers showing an increased awareness of the importance of classroom
practices that support students’ active participation in learning activities and enhance their
independence as learners. The teachers’ increased awareness concerned two areas of their teaching
practices: first, how to encourage students to take part in classroom discussions of SSI; and second,
how to develop their guiding of student groups with a view to promote the students’ reasoning and
judgment. Each of these two areas of development will be described in the following two sections.
Reflections regarding how to encourage students’ participation in classroom discussions. The limited number
of students actively participating in classroom discussions about SSI was repeatedly addressed by the
teachers in relation to the goals of promoting the students’ engagement in the learning activities, as
well as the inclusion of students’ personal perspectives and experiences into the learning situation.
The teachers described this as follows: “not all of them [the students] express their views in the
discussions” and it is “almost always /…/ the same [students] who speak in class.” During
implementation, one of the developments, as interpreted from the teachers’ reflections on their
classroom practices, was the variety of strategies proposed by the teachers to address this problem of
limited student participation. Table 3 contains a summary of the challenges addressed by the teachers
in relation to classroom discussions, as well as strategies suggested by the teachers to deal with them.
Information regarding the researchers’ interpretations has been added.
Table 3.Summary of challenges addressed by the teachers in relation to classroom discussions and
strategies suggested by the teachers to deal with them

3rd
meeting

4th
meeting

5th
meeting

Challenges addressed by
the teachers in relation to
classroom discussions
The limited number of
students taking part in
classroom discussions
The limited number of
students taking part in
classroom discussions

The limited number of
students taking part in
classroom discussions
How to lead discussions
to encourage students to
participate in classroom
discussions

Strategies suggested to deal
with the challenges

Researchers’
interpretations

Design: Provide resources (e.g.
newspaper articles) to facilitate
the students personally relating
to the issue
Design: Select content
personally relevant to students

Students’ preparation; The
possibility for students to
personally relate to the
issue under consideration
The possibility for students
to personally relate to the
issue under consideration
Students’ preparation

Design: Provide resources in
terms of insight into different
perspectives on the issue
Design: Urge students to write
down their personal
perspectives to make it possible
for the teacher to include them
in classroom discussions
No strategy suggested

Making the value of the
students’ personal
perspectives visible
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6th
meeting

The risk that a strong
individual’s opinion may
inhibit others to express
their views in classroom
discussions
How to lead discussions
to encourage students to
participate in classroom
discussions

The limited number of
students taking part in
classroom discussions

Design: Provide time for
students’ personal reflections
before carrying out classroom
discussions

Students’ preparation

Enactment: Manifest the value
of the students’ personal
perspectives
Enactment: Manifest the value
of any contribution to classroom
discussions
Design: Provide the opportunity
for students to have small
group discussions before
carrying out a whole class
discussion
Design: Provide resources (e.g.
newspaper articles) to facilitate
the students personally relating
to the issue
Enactment: Ask questions in
order to facilitate the students
personally relating to the issue
Enactment: Provide examples of
how implications can be related
to the students’ life‐worlds to
facilitate the students personally
relating to the issue
Design: Provide resources in
terms of content knowledge

Making the value of the
students’ personal
perspectives visible
The manifestation of the
value of any contributions
to the discussions
Students’ preparation

Students’ preparation; The
possibility for students to
personally relate to the
issue under consideration
The possibility for students
to personally relate to the
issue under consideration
The possibility for students
to personally relate to the
issue under consideration

Students’ preparation

The strategies focused on the design and enactment of discussions were interpreted as being related
to: students’ preparation; the possibility for students to personally relate to the issue under
consideration; making the value of the students’ personal perspectives visible; and the manifestation
of the value of any contributions to the discussions. Each of these four strategies will now be further
described.
First, the students’ preparation for discussions about SSI in class was taken by the teachers as a way to
increase the number of students who participate. The teachers suggested that they should provide
background knowledge by way of, for example, lectures or newspaper articles. Additionally, they
should organize for “each of them to prepare [by reflecting on the issues individually] and take
notes,” or by initiating discussions in small groups. This was intended to provide students with the
opportunity to gain insight into a variety of perspectives on the issue under consideration and
articulate a personal position, before carrying out discussions in class.
Second, the possibility for students to “personally relate to” the issue, thereby providing the
opportunity to rely on their personal real‐life experiences as a starting point for discussions, was
suggested as a way to encourage students to participate. Alongside selecting topics for discussions of
personal relevance to students, the use of scaffolding questioning was proposed to facilitate the
students’ personal engagement with the issue. The excerpt below concerns the teachers’ reflections on
a classroom discussion, in which a majority of the students did not take part. The classroom
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discussion concerned a SSI dealing with an initiative from the Swedish Minister for Health and Social
Affairs, which was aimed at influencing the population to eat healthier. As a means to facilitate
students personally relating to the issue, an approach involving asking challenging questions was
advocated by the teachers:
It comes back to the fact that you have to be very good at understanding how to ask
questions in these different situations. It might open up. / . . . /How do you ask questions
that get students involved? / . . . /Had they received help, like with the
deduction/reasoning, like “What will happen if [the government] makes this decision/ . . .
/all of a sudden you won’t see this kind of food in the school cafeteria/ . . . / the student
cafeteria may only sell fruit and hefty rye sandwiches, no more lollipops”/ . . ./ Then I
think they had been more on the track.
Here, the teachers conclude that a teacher has to “be very good at understanding how to ask
questions” in order to facilitate students’ personal engagement with the issue and to “open up” for
students to rely on real‐life experiences as a starting point for discussions. These questions were
intended to relate the implications of government policy to the students’ life‐worlds, for example, with
the kinds of food that would be offered in the school cafeteria.
Third, the importance of making the value of students’ personal perspectives visible was emphasized
in the teachers’ reflections. They said that a teacher should convey that all students’ opinions matter
by being “genuinely interested in students’ responses” and to make use of them as a starting point for
new reflections. To accomplish this, they suggested using remarks like: “Listen up! This was
interesting, in order to further elaborate the discussion. It was also suggested that students could be
urged to write down their personal perspectives on an issue in order to make it possible for the
teacher to have them included in classroom discussions.
Finally, the manifestation of the value of any contributions to discussions was proposed by the
teachers as a means to promote students to participate in classroom discussions. They expressed that
students are “adapted to” implicit expectations about what counts as a valid contribution to a
classroom discussion, possibly as a result of previous school experiences:
It could also be like trying to get them to the point where [they understand the situation
as]:“Everything you say is interesting. It doesn’t have to be either right or
wrong.”Because they’re probably adapted to should you speak before the class it should
be right, so to speak.
The teacher’s remark that “Everything you say is interesting. It doesn’t have to be either right or
wrong” indicates that he anticipates the need to show the value of any contribution to discussions on
SSI.
Reflections concerning guiding student groups, aimed at promoting the students’ reasoning and judgment. The
teachers emphasized the development of a student‐centred approach to guiding student groups, with
a view to supporting the students’ active participation in learning activities, by promoting their
reasoning and judgment. More specifically, the teachers recognized the need to give more attention to
their use of guiding questions than to direct instruction as a means to encourage students to reach
their own conclusions.. In the excerpt below, one of the teachers is reflecting on a SSI in which
students were working in groups to design societies on small, fictitious islands in the Baltic Sea. The
students had been assigned the task to propose and justify valid measures to make their societies
ecologically sustainable, but they turn to the teacher for answers instead of trying to reach their own
conclusions. The teacher tries to guide the students by suggesting areas for them to inquire further:
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How do you ask questions so that they become active? That’s what I’m trying to do in
different ways by giving examples of what they can think of without saying too much.
You know it is . . . The old way, so to say, I would’ve given a lecture, worked through:
“Well, when it concerns this island, then we think like this.”I’m not supposed to do that
anymore.
This illustrates that the teachers are working to move from what is described as “the old way” of
teaching, which involves modelling ways of reasoning through direct instruction, towards an
approach aimed at facilitation, such that students “become active” as part of the process of reaching
their own conclusions.
Persistent challenges faced by the teachers with the implementation of SSI, as seen through their shared
reflections
From the teachers’ reflections, the realization emerged that the implementation of the SSI curriculum
created a number of new challenges as a result of new learning goals. The challenges reported here
repeatedly appeared in all of the teachers’ discussions, indicating that these challenges were not
overcome during the course of the implementation. The challenges were related to two different areas:
first, the new demands placed on students and teachers; and second, dealing with conflicting aims.
The teachers’ discussions on these challenges will be described in the two sections below.
Challenges as a result of the new demands placed on students and teachers. The new demands on teachers
and students as a result of the new learning goals, implied by the realization of the SSI curriculum,
brought about a number of challenges that were subsequently addressed by the teachers. The teachers
addressed challenges related to: students being caught in old habits; students’ resistance towards the
implementation of new methods; and the meaningful unpacking of learning goals.
A recurrent element in the teachers’ discussions was that “The students are caught in old habits.”
These habits were described as traditions concerning knowledge, learning, and assessment, firmly
embedded in many of the students’ notions of what science classes should be like. According to the
teachers, this resulted in the students having difficulties meeting the new demands in relation to the
learning goals. The teachers’ reflections were concerned with how to facilitate the students to
overcome these difficulties, as illustrated by the teachers’ observations in the following excerpt:
. . . they’ve just been carrying on which results in they end up describing, reproducing
facts, so that reflection, consideration of consequences do not occur the way I tried to
guide them to when I was walking around helping them. / . . . / They have to be
supported in being able to consider an issue from various perspectives.
Here, the teacher describes how the students are used to reproducing content knowledge, and
therefore, the teachers have to put a lot of effort into getting students to “consider an issue from
different perspectives.” In other words they saw students needing opportunities to practice processes
of reasoning and reflect upon the consequences of different courses of action.
Students sometimes responded with questioning embedded in resistance towards new methods,
aimed at negotiating dilemmas in relation to SSI and exploring different perspectives. In their
discussions, the teachers expressed two different ways of dealing with students’ resistance, either
drawing on the curriculum for support, or deviating from their intention to implement new methods.
This is illustrated in the following two excerpts. In the first excerpt, one of the teachers is reflecting on
the way he drew on the curriculum to justify to students the way teaching and assessment was being
carried out.
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…and why did I do it this way? And then I could point to that this is actually in the
curriculum, that’s why it comes off this way.
Here, the teacher justifies why he was doing it “this way” by referring back to the new curriculum.
This indicates that he sees his role as an implementer of a curriculum that is governing his classroom
practices.
In the second excerpt, one of the teachers is reflecting on a situation where he complied with the
demands from several students who wished to be assessed by writing a test of basic content
knowledge in the area of genetics, instead of an essay dealing with aspects of gene technology.
I offered a test because they retain their old ways of thinking [about learning goals]. They
want study questions. They want: “Read these pages. Write this test” and that’s it.
Here, students’ retaining “their old ways of thinking” was given as a reason for the teacher to deviate
from the full implementation of the new methods for assessment in accordance with the new learning
goals.
The significance of discussing learning goals with students, in order to have them shift their focus
towards the pursuit of new learning goals, was emphasized in the teachers’ discussions. However, the
meaningful unpacking of learning goals was addressed as a major challenge by the teachers. The
excerpt below is on the teachers’ reflections on the learning goals of a genetics assignment wherein the
students were to identify the science content knowledge they needed in order to deal with
contemporary issues in gene technology. Several students expressed confusion about the purpose of
the task:
To structure knowledge, that’s what you learn in this case, but I don’t tell them that and I
didn’t think of it either. / . . . / there must be an overall . . . aim of this and I don’t say that.
I haven’t thought of it myself. Well, I know that it is . . . I have some sort of
understanding of it, but I haven’t verbalized it.” / . . . / It makes it more complicated for
them when they don’t know.
From this reflection, it emerges that the teacher has not been effective in sharing his own
understanding of the learning goals in connection with this specific exercise or the overall objectives of
his teaching. This is taken to be an impediment to the implementation of new learning goals.
Challenges as a result of conflicting aims. The development of a classroom practice that supports the
students’ active participation in learning activities and enhances their independence as learners led to
challenges as a result of conflicting aims. From the teachers’ discussions, it emerged that enhancing
the students’ independence as learners meant needing to provide students with opportunities to
engage in group work where they shared responsibility for acquiring the additional content
knowledge they needed. However, the teachers expressed concern that, if the students governed the
acquisition of knowledge on their own, it could hamper the students from reaching the learning goals.
From queries such as, “For how long is it wise to let them do wrong?” the teachers emphasized their
responsibility for the students’ activities and learning outcomes. In this scenario, the teachers’
discussions revealed a tension between the intentions to enhance the students’ independence as
learners and striving to control the students’ activities and learning outcomes. This is illustrated in the
following two excerpts. The first excerpt illustrates the teachers’ intention to promote the students’
reasoning. It is derived from a discussion on the task reported earlier, where the students were asked
to design ecologically sustainable societies on islands in the Baltic Sea. One of the learning goals
related with this task was that students should arrive at an understanding of the interconnectedness
between the ecosystem and human society:
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Because the thing is that scientific solutions or problems have societal consequences, so
it’s like helping them to see the connection and that’s not easy, but then I think that as a
facilitator I have to support them in that in different ways, but in the right way so that I
don’t say: “This is the way it is.”
Here, the teacher is saying that he has to make it possible for students to synthesize knowledge in
order to reach conclusions, which is in contrast to transmitting knowledge through direct instruction,
by telling students “This is the way it is.”This reflects the teachers’ intentions to promote the students’
reasoning and judgment, which conflicts with their efforts to control the students’ activities and
learning outcomes, as illustrated by the second excerpt:
I’m supposed to say enough for them to understand the task, but I shouldn’t tell them the
answer./ . . ./I want them to understand the task so that they do it the right way, the way
I’ve imagined, so that they know what I’m after.
Thus, the teacher is saying that students should understand “what I’m after,” which refers to learning
outcomes, in order to carry out the task “the right way,” which refers to particular activities.
The teachers’ reflections revealed significant impediments to the promotion of the students’ reasoning
and judgment in relation to SSI including the specific difficulties to anticipate: first, the knowledge the
students possess; and second, the level of scientific understanding needed by the students in order to
be able to deal with a particular SSI. For example, in the area of sustainable development, one of the
teachers expressed that he “has no idea” what knowledge the students bring with them in the area of
sustainable development, but that he anticipated that “they don’t know that much.”The excerpt
below, concerning students’ negotiation of a SSI regarding prenatal diagnosis for the detection of
Down’s syndrome, provides an example of the difficulty for teachers to anticipate the knowledge
needed by students in order to deal with a particular SSI:
Now there is a dilemma right from the start without them knowing anything and then I
ask them what they know about genetics and then it turns out that they know a great
deal. Such things I would never find out otherwise. They had a really good knowledge of
genetics.
Here, the teacher had initiated the students’ negotiation of an issue without prior formal instruction of
predefined science content. The teacher said that he had not anticipated the sophisticated level of
knowledge demonstrated by the students in the area of genetics. Concerning the quality of the
classroom discussion, he expressed that the “discussion turned out ever so good.” Hence, by using a
SSI as a point of departure for this learning activity, the students’ knowledge was revealed to the
teacher.
Nevertheless, the difficulty to anticipate the knowledge needed by students, along with the reduced
time devoted to covering basic science content, sometimes resulted in the teachers suggesting that the
transmission of a predefined body of content to all students should be prioritized over exploring
knowledge and values in the context of a SSI, as illustrated by the excerpt below:
You make sure that they have understood. During lessons they have to make sure that
they understand: What is DNA? What are chromosomes? What is this and that? So you
have to . . . I have to provide them with this basic knowledge in this process. And then
you can deal with a SSI.
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This excerpt, from the teachers’ last discussion during the project, deals with their reflections on an
assignment on genetics, in the context of a SSI dealing with implications of gene technology, in which
the students had difficulties dealing with the content relating to the issue. The teacher expresses that
he is responsible for providing the students with basic subject knowledge. Only after this knowledge
has been transmitted to the students could the SSI be addressed. This could be understood as a
circumstantial throwback from integrating SSI as core elements in the classroom practice towards
more traditional views of teaching when dealing with topics that are perceived as requiring more
profound knowledge.
Discussion
The implementation of SSI in science education entails considerable challenges for teachers, which
have been reported on earlier primarily in relation to research projects focusing on students’ learning
outcomes (Sadler, 2009). The present longitudinal study focused on two teachers’ shared reflections on
their classroom practices in relation to their implementation of SSI as core elements in their classroom
practices. The results provide insights into developments that can be stimulated in response to
challenges related to the implementation of SSI as well as challenges that can be more persistent in
relation to the establishment of a student‐centred classroom in which students collaboratively explore
knowledge and values in relation to SSI.
For the two teachers, the implementation of SSI provided a new starting point for teaching, in terms of
presupposing that students bring their own experiences and perspectives into the learning situation
and actively participate in learning activities in which they develop their knowledge through
interaction. Two major challenges emerged for the teachers: first, to support students’ active
participation in learning activities and enhance their independence as learners while facilitating the
students to reach the intended learning goals; and second, to pursue the integrated approach to use
SSI as core elements in the classroom practices.
Supporting students’ active participation in learning activities
Aiming at establishing a student‐centred classroom, the teachers in the present study enhanced their
awareness of the importance to support students’ active participation in learning activities in which
they develop their knowledge through interaction. The teachers paid attention to encouraging
students to take part in classroom discussions on SSI and engaging students’ reasoning and judgment.
The teachers noticed the limited number of students participating in classroom discussions on SSI, a
crucial impediment to their implementation. The exploration of competing perspectives in relation to
value‐laden SSI via social interaction and discourse is an essential feature of the SSI curriculum, aimed
at providing opportunities for students to critically examine and evaluate scientific information, to
deal with moral reasoning, and to reflect upon and develop their personal values and beliefs (Zeidler
& Keefer, 2003; Zeidler et al., 2005). Supporting the students’ active participation in learning activities
by encouraging them to take part in classroom discussions emerged as an explicit target of
development for the teachers in the present study. They paid considerable attention to the design and
enactment of classroom discussions to promote students’ active participation. Concerning design, they
showed an enhanced awareness of the prerequisites for students’ participation in terms of dealing
with content personally relevant to students, alongside providing relevant resources and time for
preparation. Apart from enhanced participation, such strategies also have the potential to develop the
classroom discussions in other ways. In a previous study, Hand and Levinson (2012) showed that the
same strategies are of importance for improving the quality of classroom discussions. Regarding the
enactment of classroom discussions, scholars have emphasized the critical role played by the teacher
as a critical questioner who encourages students to elaborate and provide justification for their
standpoints, and have suggested, for example, the use of explicit frameworks to structure
discussions(Hand & Levinson, 2012; Ratcliffe & Grace, 2003).Aiming at promoting a student‐centred
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classroom, the teachers in the present study gave particular emphasis to the importance of
demonstrating the value of the students’ personal perspectives and the value of any contribution to
discussions on SSI. This might create a problem for the teachers with respect to supporting students in
reaching the intended learning goals of the course. If students are merely encouraged to share their
personal points of view they will not be provided with opportunities to critically examine and
evaluate scientific information, to deal with moral reasoning, and to reflect upon and develop their
personal values and beliefs. Consequently, with respect to classroom discussions on SSI, the challenge
for the teachers in the present study appeared to be related to designing and enacting classroom
discussions so that students were encouraged to take part through expressing their views, while at the
same time being expected to put forward reasons for their stance.
Furthermore, the teachers in the study emphasized the development of a student‐centred approach to
guiding student groups, with a view to promote students’ reasoning and judgment. The teachers
emphasized the use of questioning, in contrast to direct instruction, as a tool for facilitating the
students’ learning in terms of reaching their own conclusions. However, as previously mentioned,
student inquiry into SSI in the student‐centred classroom makes room for multiple outcomes of
learning activities, which cannot be fully directed or predetermined by the teacher (Barrett & Pedretti,
2006; Ratcliffe & Grace, 2003). For the two teachers, the development of a student‐centred approach to
guiding student groups was associated with challenges in relation to conflicting aims in terms of
enhancing the students’ independence as learners while striving to control the learning situation with
respect to students’ activities and learning outcomes, consistent with previous findings by Ekborg et
al. (2013). The aspiration to control the learning situation was associated with the fact that the two
teachers expressed responsibility for ensuring that students acquire a predefined body of basic science
knowledge, and questioned whether students would reach these intended learning goals by pursuing
their own processes of inquiry.
Altogether, these results in relation to the enactment of classroom discussions and group projects
suggest that a major challenge for the two teachers, aiming at establishing a student‐centred
classroom, was to support the students’ active participation in learning activities and enhance their
independence as learners while facilitating the students to reach intended learning goals – in this case,
to be able to put forward reasoned standpoints and acquire basic science knowledge. The teachers
focused their attention on strategies to encourage the students to share their points of view in
classroom discussions and promote students’ reasoning and judgment, activities which open up a
range of possible outcomes. Thus, in order to facilitate the students reaching the intended educational
goals, the learning goals associated with each learning activity need to be explicit and shared by the
teacher and the students (Barrett & Pedretti, 2006; Ratcliffe & Grace, 2003). However, meaningful
unpacking and dialogue about learning goals was described by the teachers in the present study as a
significant challenge throughout the course of the implementation. This result differs from what is
reported in Ratcliffe and Millar (2009) where it was observed that learning goals were communicated
rather well to the students. The teachers in that project were supported by a clear course design and
teaching materials (Millar, 2006) and the disparity indicates that teachers need substantive support
and time for professional development to deal with the challenge of effectively communicating
learning goals to students when implementing SSI.
Integrating SSI as core elements in the classroom practices
The two teachers expressed concern over the students retaining their old ways of thinking, which
manifested in students focusing on the reproduction of facts and turning to the teacher for answers
instead of trying to independently explore issues. Education in which SSI are integrated as core
elements in the classroom practices entails exploring content knowledge and values in the context of
SSI. An important point of departure for learning activities is the exploration of the students’ prior
knowledge, preconceptions, and perspectives in relation to the issue under consideration, as outlined
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by Zeidler et al. (2011). The teachers in the present study emphasized the inclusion of students’
perspectives by encouraging students to contribute by using their personal views in classroom
discussions. However, when the teachers faced the challenge of estimating the level of scientific
knowledge needed by the students to be able to deal with a particular SSI, it appeared that they
occasionally overlooked the importance of exploring the students’ prior knowledge. Particularly when
dealing with a SSI requiring more profound content knowledge, the results suggest that the teachers
assumed that the students had insufficient prior knowledge to further explore the content in the
context of the SSI. Based on this assumption, the teachers suggested prioritizing formal instruction of
science content knowledge. Consistent with earlier findings (Ekborg et al., 2013), the teachers in the
present study proposed that SSI could only be addressed after a predefined body of content had been
conveyed to the students, thus returning to a more traditional view of science teaching. Therefore, the
teachers might have fortified the students’ conceptualizations of the reproduction of facts as the main
purpose of science classes, and might also have consolidated the role of the teacher as the single
source of knowledge in the classroom. Hence, teachers failing to appreciate the importance of
exploring the students’ prior knowledge in relation to a particular SSI might consolidate the students’
difficulties to meet the new learning goals. However, the results from the present study also show
that, during the course of implementation, the teachers occasionally experienced that the use of SSI as
starting points for learning activities revealed the students’ knowledge, making it a valuable
contribution to the learning situation, which was not anticipated by the teachers. This experience
suggests that integrating SSI in the classroom has the potential to bring about a development of
classroom practices over time and, consequently, that teachers need to be aware of the importance of
pursuing the integrated approach to using SSI as core elements in the classroom practices.
Conclusion
Students’ exploration of knowledge and values in the context of SSI in a student‐centered classroom
implies fundamentally new relationships between teachers and students who have become used to the
reproduction of established content knowledge in a teacher‐centred classroom. The results from this
study provide information on developments that can be stimulated by the implementation of SSI, as
well as challenges teachers may face while implementing SSI as core elements in the classroom
practices.
The results suggest that teachers who are interested in implementing SSI as core elements have to
accept the challenge of pursuing the integrated approach to using SSI in the classroom, which calls for
exploring both content knowledge and values in the context of SSI. Even the dedicated teachers in this
study occasionally regressed to more traditional views of teaching, which indicates that pursuing the
integrated approach might be an underestimated challenge. However, the results also suggest that
integrating SSI is a beneficial way of stimulating the transformation of classroom practices in that it
presupposes that students bring their knowledge and personal perspectives, allowing them to make a
valuable contribution to the learning situation. The participating teachers occasionally experienced
thatthe students’ knowledge and personal perspectives made valuable contributions to the learning
situation. They also enhanced their awareness of different strategies to support students in
participating and sharing their knowledge and perspectives.
Finally, students’ exploration of knowledge and values in the context of SSI in the student‐centered
classroom opens up a range of possible outcomes, which cannot be fully directed or predetermined by
the teacher. Consequently, a dialogue about learning goals between the teacher and the students is
required. Such dialogue creates opportunities to increase both the interaction between the teacher and
the students, and the students’ participation. The results from this study suggest that strategies to
integrate dialogue about learning goals is an essential point of departure for teachers who are
interested in accepting the challenge of implementing SSI as core elements in their classroom
practices. Explicit learning goals shared by the teacher and the students might contribute to the
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establishment of classroom practices that enhance the students’ independence as learners so that they
are not primarily dependent on the teacher to pursue intended learning goals.
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